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Abstract
Increased environmental awareness together with new legislative demands on lowered emissions
and a rising fuel cost have put focus on increasing the fuel efficiency in new vehicles.
Hybridization is a way to increase the efficiency of the powertrain. The Haldex electric Torque
Vectoring Device is a rear axle with a built in electric motor, designed to combine all-wheel drive
with hybrid functionality. A method is developed for creating a real time control algorithm that
minimizes the fuel consumption. First the consumption reduction potential of the system is
investigated using Dynamic Programming. A real time control algorithm is then devised that
indicates a substantial consumption reduction potential compared to all-wheel drive, under the
condition that the assumed and measured efficiencies are accurate. The control algorithm is created
using equivalent consumption minimization strategy and is implemented without any knowledge of
the future driving mission. Two ways of adapting the control according to the battery state of charge
are proposed and investigated. The controller optimizes the torque distribution for the current gear
as well as assists the driver by recommending the gear which would give the lowest consumption.
The simulations indicate a substantial fuel consumption reduction potential even though the system
primarily is an all-wheel drive concept. The results from vehicle tests show that the control system is
charge sustaining and the driveability is deemed good by the test-drivers.
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Introduction

Increased environmental awareness together with new legislative demands on lowered emissions
and a rising fuel cost has put more focus on increasing the overall fuel efficiency in new vehicles. The
key elements in increasing the overall fuel efficiency are:
·

·
·

To optimize the powertrain components. Reducing the losses in components such as
combustion engine and transmission is a first step to lowering consumption, and thus
emissions.
To optimize the powertrain configuration. By adding extra components, i.e. hybridize the
vehicle, the overall efficiency of the powertrain can be increased.
To optimize the control algorithm. Especially for more advanced systems, such as hybrids,
it’s important to make sure that the control system uses the components in an efficient way.

A gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) on average only operates at around 17% efficiency in a
conventional vehicle [3], to be compared with a peak efficiency of around 37%. This is due to the fact
that under normal driving conditions the ICE is operated at part load, where the efficiency is low. A
hybrid vehicle offers a way to utilize the ICE in a more efficient way and thus increase the overall
efficiency of the vehicle.

1.1

Problem Formulation

Haldex Traction AB is currently developing a rear axle with an integrated electric motor, the Haldex
electric Torque Vectoring Device (eTVD). The aim is to be able to combine all-wheel drive (AWD),
with hybrid functionality. The purpose of this Master’s Thesis is to develop a supervisory control
algorithm for the Haldex eTVD Powertrain system that minimizes the fuel consumption, while being
charge sustaining. Since the developed control algorithm is to be implemented in a future real-time
control system it has to fulfill requirements on robustness, accuracy and computational effort. Due
to Haldex position as a subcontractor to the vehicle industry, the devised algorithm also has to be
highly adaptable to a variety of vehicles, with a minimum of tuning work.

1.2

Outline

Sections 2 and 3 are the literature study, where Section 2 covers the main hybrid architectures and
Section 3 the some of the available control algorithms.
The vehicle is then modeled in Section 4 before two different reference consumptions are
calculated, first the consumption as an AWD vehicle in Section 5 and then an approximation of the
minimum consumption achievable in the hybrid configuration in Section 6. In Section 7 the real time
control algorithm is created using Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS) and
evaluated. The controller is then tested in a vehicle in Section 8.
1

1.3

Driving Cycles

A driving cycle is a standardized velocity profile used to compare the performance regarding fuel
consumption and pollutant emissions between different vehicles. Several countries and
organizations have developed their own driving cycles to reflect the ways a vehicle is being used in
that region.
In Europe the standard driving cycle for certification is the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC). It
consists of four repetitions of an urban driving pattern and one extra-urban driving pattern. The
driving cycle is supposed to model how a car is normally being used in Europe [11].
In the USA the standard driving cycle is the Federal Test Procedure 75 (FTP-75). The cycle consists of
three phases: The cold start phase (0-505s), the transient phase (505-1369s) and the hot start phase
(1369s-) [12].
Both the FTP-75 and the NEDC cycles are shown in Fig 1. The velocity profiles are quite different
from each other. They are later used to evaluate the proposed control algorithms, both regarding
charge sustenance and fuel consumption.

Fig 1 The NEDC and FTP-75 driving cycles. The two velocity profiles are used to evaluate the control algorithms.
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Hybrid Vehicles

A hybrid powertrain utilizes at least two separate energy converters. Normally the ICE [1] is the
primary converter and a non-combustion energy converter is used as a secondary converter. This
provides some advantages compared to the conventional powertrain:
·

Load Shift/Optimize Energy Distribution: The Hybrid configuration provides a freedom in
choosing the operating points of the components in the vehicle. In a conventional
powertrain the torque demanded from the driver (Tdem) has to be met by the ICE, Tdem=TICE.
With two energy converters the ICE is assisted by a secondary energy converter,
Tdem=TICE+Tsecondary. Since the secondary converter can charge the energy storage through a
negative torque as well as assist the ICE with a positive torque, the operating point of the ICE
can be shifted to a region with higher efficiency. This is most common at low loads since the
efficiency of the ICE is particularly poor in the low load region, see Fig 2, but can also be
done at high loads. The extra degree of freedom through hybridization provides the
possibility to choose when to use which converter and thus use the system as efficiently as
possible.

Fig 2 Load shift. Through a torque from the secondary converter or generator it is possible to use the ICE in a more
efficient way. The lines represent the different efficiency regions of the ICE.

·

Regenerative braking: The ability to recuperate some of the kinetic energy during braking for
later use by the secondary converter.

·

Stop and go: Turning off the ICE while idling eliminates the idle fuel consumption.

·

Downsizing: With two or more energy converters the ICE doesn’t have to be dimensioned
for the most demanding acceleration scenario. Instead this scenario is covered by the sum of
the power available from all converters. Therefore it is possible to use a smaller ICE without
affecting the performance of the vehicle. Since the efficiency of a smaller ICE at a given
operating point in general is higher than that of a larger ICE, this increases the overall
efficiency. However, downsizing reduces the long term hill climbing ability and the top speed
of the vehicle.

The main disadvantages of hybridization are increased weight and cost of the vehicle.
3

2.1

Hybrid Electric Vehicles

Hybrid vehicles are divided in to three main hybrid architectures [10]: Series hybrid, Parallel hybrid
and Split hybrid. These architectures aren’t specific for Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV); instead they
are a description of the energy paths available. But since HEV, where the ICE is used in combination
with an electric motor (EM), is the most common hybrid type [1] and also the category the eTVD falls
under, the following description of the characteristics of the three different architectures is done on
HEVs.
2.1.1 Series Hybrid
A series hybrid consists of two EMs and an ICE. One EM acts purely as a generator and the other as a
generator, during regenerative braking, as well as traction motor. The ICE acts purely as an auxiliary
power unit that charges the battery; hence the vehicle is primarily an electric vehicle. The
architecture of the series hybrid is shown in Fig 3. The benefit of having the ICE speed decoupled
from the wheel speed is the possibility to always run the ICE at its most efficient operating point in
regard to fuel consumption and emission. Because of this the system is efficient in stop and go
driving situations, i.e. urban traffic, since the ICE isn’t affected by the varying speed and power
demand from the driver. However, in high speed driving, the bulk of the energy used by the traction
motor comes from the ICE instead of from regenerative braking and there’s not as much to be
gained from optimizing the operating points of the ICE. Instead the extra conversion step introduced
between the ICE and the wheels result in fairly low overall efficiency.

Fig 3 Schematic overview of the series hybrid. In a series hybrid the ICE acts purely as an auxiliary power unit to provide
energy to the electrical traction motor.
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2.1.2 Parallel Hybrid
In a parallel hybrid both the ICE and the EM has a mechanical connection to both the wheels and to
each other. Since the wheel speed and ICE speed are coupled through the gear box the operating
points of the ICE can only be chosen for a discrete set of ICE speeds. It also makes charging the
battery while standing still impossible. The architecture is shown in Fig 4. Even though a parallel
hybrid isn’t as efficient in urban driving as the series hybrid, it has the advantage of not always
having to convert the produced power to electricity. In high demanding driving situations, i.e.
highway, it can be driven purely as a conventional vehicle. Since the ICE has a connection to the
wheels the EM does not have to be as large as in the series hybrid case.

Fig 4 Schematic overview of the parallel hybrid. In a parallel hybrid the ICE has a mechanical connection both to the EM
and to the wheels.

2.1.3 Split Hybrid:
In a split hybrid the configuration is as in the series hybrid with the addition that the ICE is also
connected to the wheels. This configuration can, if correctly dimensioned, avoid the drawbacks of
the series and parallel concepts [1]. The architecture is shown in Fig 5. Since the split hybrid can be
operated both as a series hybrid and a parallel hybrid, it is sometimes known as a series-parallel
hybrid. The added complexity of the system and the number of components increases the cost,
weight and developmental effort needed.

Fig 5 Schematic overview of the split hybrid. In a split hybrid there are two energy paths from the ICE to the wheels and
EM, one mechanical through the gear box, and one electrical through the generator. This has the potential of avoiding
the drawbacks of the parallel and series hybrids.
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2.2

The Haldex eTVD Hybrid and the test vehicle

Fig 6 Schematic overview of the Haldex eTVD system. The ICE has a mechanical connection to the EM via the wheels and
an electrical connection via the ISG.

The Haldex eTVD is a system designed to combine all-wheel drive (AWD) with hybrid functionality.
The main difference between the Haldex eTVD and a normal hybrid is the all-wheel drive
functionality. It also has the ability to control the torque distribution on the rear wheels individually,
which is useful to prevent under- and over-steering.
In the Haldex eTVD the ICE and EM are connected electrically to each other via the Integrated Starter
and Generator (ISG) and mechanically via the wheels. The architecture, shown in Fig 6, of the
system thus resembles that of a split hybrid but since the components in the prototype are
dimensioned for AWD the series hybrid functionality of the vehicle is reduced. A more fitting
description would be advanced parallel hybrid since it can be viewed as a parallel hybrid with an
extra degree of freedom in choosing which energy converter to use during load shifting since the ISG
is added to the powertrain.
Since the concept is still in the prototype stage the control of the test vehicle has some limitations.
The only controllable signal is the torque distribution between the ICE, ISG and EM, but only when a
gear is engaged. This means that engine shut off during idle as well as driving while the ICE is turned
off or idling is not possible.
The test vehicle is a SAAB 9-3 XWD with a 2.0 litre turbo charged spark ignited combustion engine
and a six-speed manual gear box (GB).
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3

Control Strategies

The objective in HEV control is to minimize the fuel consumption over a driving cycle. One solution
to this is all-electric drive, providing that the driving cycle is short enough. In a global perspective,
fully depleting the battery not only damages the battery but also forces the system to either
recharge the battery under potentially suboptimal conditions or the hybrid functionality will be lost.
Therefore the real objective is not only to minimize fuel consumption, but also to maintain the
battery State of Charge (SOC) within certain limitations; the control algorithm has to be charge
sustaining.
The problem is to find the solution that minimizes the fuel consumption over a driving cycle while
maintaining the SOC within the prescribed limits. This can be written as [4]:
ܶ

 ܬൌ  ቀ݉ Ͳሶ݂ ൫ݐǡ ݑሺݐሻ൯݀ ݐ ߶ሺܱܵܥሺܶሻሻቁ

(1)

Where ݉ሶ݂ ൫ݐǡ ݑሺݐሻ൯ is the fuel flow to the ICE, u is a variable that describes the power split between
the different energy converters and ߶ is a function that penalizes deviations in the final SOC.

There are two main branches of hybrid control system design. The rule-based control, that relies on
heuristic knowledge of the system, as described in [3, 6], and various optimization methods. Beside
the two optimization methods described in this report the most notable are the Static Optimization
described in [4] and the Stochastic Dynamic Programming described in [10].

3.1

Deterministic Dynamic Programming

Deterministic Dynamic Programming (DDP), as described in [1-4, 6], is a model based multi-stage
decision process that can be used to find the optimal trajectory of a control variable over a predefined driving cycle. It requires the control states and time to be discretized and thus the global
optimum is only guaranteed to grid accuracy.
Fig 7 shows the first steps of the algorithm. The SOC is discretized and a cost is assigned to all final
values of SOC. This cost acts as an end constraint on SOC and can be done both as a hard and a soft
constraint. A hard constraint is represented with an infinite cost.

Fig 7 The SOC and time is discretized and a cost is assigned to all possible end values in SOC
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The cost, in fuel consumption, to go from tn-1 to tn is calculated for all possible starting values in SOC
and end SOC.
In Fig 8 the algorithm iterates through one time step for all values in SOC. Each iteration calculates
the cost in fuel, ሺΔݐǡ ܱܵ ܥሻ , to go from the start SOC to all possible end values in SOC.

Fig 8 The cost to go from one start SOC to all end SOCs is evaluated. This is repeated for all start SOCs.

The arcs are evaluated subject to all local and global constraints. Thus all values in SOC aren’t
reachable from all starting SOCs, e.g. due to large currents or torque limits.
The cost associated with reaching the end SOCs, Γሺ ݐ Δݐǡ ܱܵܥሻǡis then added to the cost for the arc
leading up to that SOC, as shown in Fig 9. Thus, in each iteration the cost of going from the current
time to the end of the cycle is calculated and the arc with the lowest cost is saved.

Fig 9 For each start SOC, in the current time step, the best end SOC is stored. The cost for that step is then added to all
the steps that lead to that particular start SOC.

The algorithm iterates through all time steps, from last to first, saving the arcs with the minimum
cost according to:
Γሺݐǡ ܱܵܥሻ ൌ ൫Δݐǡ ܱܵ ݐܥ൯  Γ൫ ݐ Δݐǡ ܱܵ ݐܥ൯

(2)

Where ሺΔݐǡ ܱܵܥሻ, solid lines, is the cost for that particular SOC and time step and Γሺ ݐ Δݐǡ ܱܵܥሻ,
dash-dotted lines, is the cost associated with going from the end SOC in that time step to the end of
the driving cycle.
8

The computational burden of the algorithm increases linearly with the cycle-time and exponentially
with the size of the discretization of the control variables [4]. Because of the computational intensity
due to the size of the discretization, a rule extracting-phase normally has to be used in order to
transform this into a real-time controller. The control system is still only valid for the driving cycle for
which it was designed for since the entire driving cycle has to be known [1].

3.2

Analytical Dynamic Optimization

As discussed in the previous chapter numerical optimization is a reliable way of finding the optimal
control strategy. But the computational intensity and the need for knowledge of the future driving
mission limits the possibility of using this approach in a real time controller. Another approach is to
try to transform the optimization problem to something more manageable, to try and make use of
the knowledge of the system instead of relying on brute force. One such approach is the ECMS [1-4,
6-8].
The main idea in ECMS is that instead of searching for a global optimum for a driving mission, the
torque distribution that minimizes the sum of power from fuel and power from the battery is
selected. Since power from fuel and battery power aren’t directly comparable an equivalence factor
is needed, which corresponds to the adjoint state in classical optimization theory [3]. The
assumption is that all used battery energy has to be recharged by the ICE at the current operating
point. The adjoint state thus represents the average of the energy paths from the fuel to the battery
[7]. The benefit of this problem formulation is that it drastically reduces the computational time and
simplifies adaptive control, since the controlling parameter is the adjoint state.
The Hamiltonian function to be minimized that represents the minimization problem is on the form
[4]:
ܪሺݐǡ ݏሺݐሻǡ ݑǡ  ݒሻ ൌ ݂ܲ ሺݐǡ ݑǡ  ݒሻ  ߣሺݐሻܾܲܽ ݐݐሺݐǡ ݑǡ ݒሻ

(3)

Where:
·
·
·
·
·

λ(t) is the equivalence factor
u is the power split control variable
v is the vehicle speed
Pf is the power from fuel
Pbatt is the power from the battery is the maximum battery capacity

It can be seen that this instantaneous optimization problem is not the same as global optimization,
but it can easily be used for real-time control [1]. Under the assumption that the battery efficiency is
constant for all SOC, the adjoint state λ remains approximately constant along the optimal trajectory
[4, 6]. Therefore the optimization problem is reduced to finding the constant λ that approximates
the optimal trajectory of a given driving cycle. Since the characteristics of the battery are different
depending on if the battery is charging or discharging λ is often replaced by two constants [1-3, 6-7].
It is however shown that one constant suffices to get a good approximation on a given driving cycle
[7].
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3.3

Adaptive Control

Even though several of the suggested optimization strategies produce good results on a given drivecycle they do not guarantee charge sustenance in a real-time implementation. For this to be
achieved the control states have to be updated according to the driving missions.
To ensure that the solution is close to optimum, the driving conditions ahead must be known. There
exists several solutions to this. For example the A-ECMS suggested in [4,7] where the velocity profile
is calculated from a GPS signal or the T-ECMS [4] where radar information is used together with a
GPS signal to predict the future mission. Another option, under the assumption that the past driving
conditions are valid for the near future, is the pattern recognition suggested in [9].
Since the test vehicle has no equipment to predict the future conditions mainly two options are of
interest, pattern recognition and update according to SOC described below.
3.3.1 Update according to the SOC
The idea is to penalize deviations in SOC, as suggested in [10]. This will have the effect that extensive
use of battery power will cause the system to favor the ICE over the EM and vice versa. In (1) this
constraint is enforced only on the end SOC, but to make sure that the control system stays within
the specified boundaries it is applied on all time steps. Although this does not ensure optimality, it at
least increases charge sustenance.
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4

Vehicle and Component Modeling

For the purpose of investigating different control strategies and their fuel consumptions a quasistatic
model approach is selected. In a backward facing quasistatic approach the speed is known from the
driving cycle. When the speed is known the torque required at the wheels to follow the driving cycle
is calculated through a longitudinal vehicle model. The schematics of the system are shown in Fig 10.
In order to calculate the control signals, i.e. the torques TICE, TISG, TEM and the gear γGB , the vehicle
and its components have to modeled.

gear
V_w

gear

V_w

Gear Box
V_v

V_v
T_w

Driving Cycle

T_ICE

T_ICE

T_ISG

T_ISG

m_f

Tank

ICE

T_w

Vehicle Model

P_ISG

ISG
SOC

P_ISG

T_EM

SOC
P_EM

m_f

Control System

T_EM

P_EM

EM

Battery

Fig 10 The schematics of the system. For a given speed and SOC the gear and torques on the individual converters are
decided.

The modeling equations described in the following sections are from [3].

4.1

Longitudinal Vehicle Model

Since only the power split between the ICE, ISG and EM is of interest, a longitudinal vehicle model,
as seen in Fig 11, is used to simulate the required torque at the wheels for a given driving cycle.

Fig 11 The longitudinal vehicle model
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Variables and Constants
Force from the road grade
m

Vehicle mass [kg]
 ݃ܨൌ ݉݃݊݅ݏሺߠ ݏሻ

2

g

Gravity acceleration [m/s ]

θs

Road inclination [rad]

(4)

Force from the air-resistance
 ܽܨൌ

3

ρa

Air density [kg/m ]

CD

Vehicle drag coefficient [-]

Af

Vehicle front area [m2]

V

Vehicle speed [m/s]

fr

Rolling resistance coefficient [-]

a

Vehicle acceleration [m/s2]

ߩܽ
ʹ

ʹ ܸ ݂ܣ ܦܥ

(5)

Rolling resistance
 ݎܨൌ ݂݉݃ݎ

(6)

 ܿܿܽܨൌ ݉ܽ

(7)

Acceleration force

Wheel inertia
ܬ

 ݅ݓܨൌ ܽ ʹݓݎ

2

Jw

Wheel inertia [kgm ]

rw

Wheel radius [m]

ݓ

(8)

Required Torque at the wheels
ܶ ݍ݁ݎൌ  ݓݎ൫ ݃ܨ  ܽܨ  ݎܨ  ܿܿܽܨ  ݅ݓܨ൯ (9)

The forces Fa and Fr is the energy that is lost to propel the vehicle and Fg, Facc, and Fwi is energy buildup, stored as potential and kinetic energy. In this thesis a level road is assumed and thus Fg=0.
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4 .2

Component Modeling

4.2.1 Energy Converters
All the energy converters, ICE, ISG and EM, are modeled in the same way.
ܲ݅݊ ൌ
·
·
·
·

ܶܿݒ݊ܿ ߱ ݒ݊
ߟ ܿݒ݊

(10)

Pin is the consumed power [W]
Tconv is the produced torque [Nm]
ωconv is the rotational speed [rad/s]
ηconv is the efficiency [-]

The efficiencies of the converters are available in look-up tables and are interpolated for the current
operating points. The efficiency takes into account all the losses in the converter at that operating
poing.
Since the EM can be operated both in generator and motor mode the equation becomes
െ ݊݃݅ݏሺܶ ܯܧሻ

ܲ ܯܧൌ ܶܯܧߟ ܯܧ߱ ܯܧ

(11)

ܲ݅݊ ߟ ܤܩൌ ܲݐݑ

(12)

4.2.2 Transmission
The basic transmission equations are:

ݏ݈݀݁݅ݕ

ܲ ൌ ܶ߱ܽ݊݀߱݅݊ ൌ ߱ ܤܩߛ ݐݑሱۛۛۛሮ  ܶ݅݊ ߛ ܤܩߟ ܤܩൌ ܶݐݑ

(13)

The gear box efficiency, ηGB, is used to account for all the losses that occur between the ICE and the
wheels (i.e. Gear Box, Final Drive, Differential) and is assumed to be 90%.
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4.2.3 Clutch
For simplicity the clutch itself isn’t modeled. Instead, to compensate for some of the extra losses
during start from standstill, the ICE is assumed to follow a speed profile shaped like a second order
function during the time the vehicle speed is below the lowest possible speed where the first gear
can be engaged, see Fig 12. This is done to be a simple representation of how the engine speed
varies during start from stand still. So instead of modeling the clutch itself the engine speed profile
below is designed to compensate for the fact that during start Pprod>Pdem. TICE is calculated the same
way, but during start ωICE>γGB ωwheel, following the speed profile below. Other gear shifts are
assumed to be instantaneous and without the use of clutch.

ww heel

Rotational Speed [rad/s]

wICE/ gGB

0

0

V_min
Vehicle Speed [m/s]

Fig 12 The ICEs speed profile during start from standstill. The speed profile is designed to compensate for the extra
losses incurred by the use of a clutch during start. Also in the figure is the corresponding wheel speed profile during
start.
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4.2.4 Battery

The battery is modeled as an ideal open-circuit voltage source in series with an internal resistance as
shown in Fig 13. The battery also supplies the auxiliary units in the vehicle, a power that is assumed
constant.

Fig 13 The Equivalent Circuit model of the Battery

According to Kirchoff’s Voltage law:
ܷ ܿെ ܴ݅  ܾܫൌ ܷܾ

(14)

ܷ ܿൌ ݇ͳ ܱܵ ܥ ݇ʹ

(15)

ܲ ݉ݎݐൌ ܾܷ ܾܫ

(16)

Uoc represents the equilibrium potential of the battery, a quantity that is often considered constant,
but normally depends on the SOC. A possible parameterization is:

The power at the battery connection, Ptrm, can be written as:

(14) with (16) yields:
 ܾܫൌ

ܷܿ
ʹܴ݅

ܷʹ ܿ
ቁ
ʹܴ݅

െ ටቀ

െ

ܲ݉ݎݐ
ܴ݅

(17)

The SOC is defined as the fraction of charge left in the battery.
ܱܵ ܥൌ

ܳሺݐሻ
ܳͲ

(18)

Where Q0 is the battery capacity. The change of charge in the battery can be approximated by the
battery current, Ib and the current is considered positive during discharge.
ሶ ൌ െ ܾܫȀܳ
ܱܵܥ

During discharge

(19)

ሶ ൌ െߟܿ  ܾܫȀܳ During Charge
ܱܵܥ

(20)

where ηc is the coulombic efficiency that originates from the fact that due to chemical reactions in
the battery a fraction of the current isn’t turned in to charge.
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4.2.4.1 Battery model tuning

The battery parameters were calculated from measured data from the test vehicle, shown in Fig 14.
The parameters were calculated with the least squares (LSQ) method. To eliminate some of the
distortion on the signals, these were low-pass filtered before the parameter estimation.

Fig 14 The measured data on which the battery model is validated

First Uoc and Ri are estimated as constants according to LSQ and (14). Then Uoc as an affine function
of SOC was calculated in the same way but using (14) and (15). Below, in Fig 15, is depicted how well
the two different models correspond to measured data. The model with Uoc(SOC) is a better
approximation of the measured data.

Fig 15 Model performance with constant Uoc and Uoc(SOC). With constant Uoc the error increases with time, resulting in a
10V error after 200s. This is avoided with Uoc(SOC)
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The SOC signal from the battery is discrete and only detects changes that are larger than 1‰. Due to
this the coloumbic efficiency couldn’t be calculated with the LSQ method. Instead it is assumed to be
a linear function of SOC and then manually tuned to get a good approximation of the measured
data. The two different models and their agreement with measured data are shown in Fig 16.

Fig 16 Model performance with and without Coloumbic efficiency.
A constant ηc results in an error that increases with time, thus ηc(SOC) is chosen.

In the figures above it is apparent that constant Uoc and 100% charge efficiency doesn’t suffice to get
a good model of the battery. Therefore the full model with Uoc(SOC) and ηc(SOC) is used.
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4.2.5 Powertrain
The vehicle speed is given from the driving cycle, and thus also the possible speeds of the energy
converters. The required torque is then calculated from the longitudinal vehicle model. Therefore it
suffices to ensure that the combined torque from the converters match the required torque from
the drive cycle. The equation becomes:
ܶ ݍ݁ݎൌ ߟ ܤܩߛ ܤܩሺܶ ܧܥܫെ ߛ ܩܵܫܶ ܩܵܫሻ  ߛܯܧܶ ܯܧ

(21)

ܶܯܧǡ݉݅݊ ሺ߱ ܯܧሻ  ܶ ܯܧ ܶܯܧǡ݉ܽ ݔሺ߱ ܯܧሻ

(22)

Subject to:

Ͳ  ܶ ܧܥܫ ܶܧܥܫǡ݉ܽ ݔሺ߱ ܧܥܫሻ

(23)

Ͳ  ܶ ܩܵܫ ܶ ܩܵܫǡ݉ܽ ݔሺ߱ ܩܵܫሻ

(24)

െܾܲܽ ݐݐǡ݉ܽ ݔሺܱܵܥሻ  ܾܲܽ ݐݐ ܾܲܽ ݐݐǡ݉ܽ ݔሺܱܵܥሻ

(25)

The consumption is calculated as:
݉ሶ݂ ൌ

߱  ܧܥܫሺܶ ܧܥܫ߱ ܧܥܫ ܬሶ  ܧܥܫሻ
ߟ ܸܪܮܪ ܧܥܫ

(26)

Where ߱ ܧܥܫܬሶ  ܧܥܫis the torque required to accelerate the engine itself.
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5

Reference Consumption

To be able to compare the calculated consumptions in the eTVD system using different control
strategies, a reference consumption using the eTVD as a conventional AWD vehicle is calculated. This
is done using a controller that always selects the gear that results in the lowest fuel consumption for
each time-step. The ISG is relay controlled in this mode and it is therefore impossible to control the
SOC at the end of the driving cycle, something that is required of the hybrid control. To compensate
for this each driving cycle is composed out of 15 repetitions of the same cycle to make the fuel
equivalent of the end SOC deviation negligible. The results are shown in Table 1.

Driving Cycle
NEDC
FTP-75

Consumption
6.767 L/100km
6.915 L/100km

Table 1 The consumption of the test vehicle as a conventional AWD vehicle.
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6

Dynamic Programming

To find an approximation of the reduction potential available in the hybrid configuration, DDP is
used. The algorithm is implemented as described in Section 3.1. The calculations in one iteration of
the algorithm are presented below.

6.1

Calculations

To evaluate the cost in fuel to go from one SOC to another at time interval [t, t+Δt] the following
calculations are performed:
The Current in the battery is calculated from the change in SOC.
 ܾܫൌ

ܳͲ ȟܱܵܥ

ߟ ܿ ݀ݐ

(27)

and the power at the battery connection as a result of the calculated current:
ܲ ݉ݎݐൌ ܷ ܾܫ ܿെ ܴ݅  ʹܾܫെ ܥܦܥܦ

(28)

where DCDC is the power needed for the auxiliary system of the vehicle.
The electrical power supplied by the generator:
ܲ ܩܵܫൌ ܶܩܵܫߟ ܩܵܫ߱ ܩܵܫ

(29)

The EM has to supply or accept the produced power from the ISG and battery connection:
ݏ݈݀݁݅ݕ

ܲ ܯܧൌ ܲ ܩܵܫ ܲ ݉ݎݐሱۛۛۛሮ  ܶ ܯܧൌ

ܲ  ܩܵܫܲ݉ݎݐ

(30)

െ ݊݃݅ݏሺܶ  ܯܧሻ

߱ ܯܧ ߟ ܯܧ

The torque from the ICE is calculated according to:
ܶ ܧܥܫൌ

ܶ ݍ݁ݎെߛ ܯܧܶ ܯܧ
ߟ ܤܩ ߛ ܤܩ

 ߛܩܵܫܶ ܩܵܫ

(31)

All violations of the constraints, (21)-(25) are penalized with a value that in this context symbolizes
infinity.
Finally the consumption for that step is calculated according to:
݉ሶ݂ ൌ

6.2

߱  ܧܥܫሺܶ ܧܥܫ߱ ܧܥܫ ܬሶ  ܧܥܫሻ
ߟ ܸܪܮܪ ܧܥܫ

Results

Time and SOC are discretized with a step length of 1s and 0.2‰. The time discretization is chosen to
avoid too long simulations and the SOC discretization is chosen for convenience, since 0.2‰ roughly
equals the change in SOC from the auxiliary units during 1s. The results are shown and discussed in
the following sections.
6.2.1 NEDC
The results from the DDP solution are shown in Fig 17-19.
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Fig 17 The SOC trajectory and EM usage on the NEDC cycle. The optimal fuel consumption is 5.49 L/100km

As seen in Fig 17 there is a correlation between the SOC and the velocity profile. During
accelerations the EM assists the ICE and during decelerations the EM recuperates as much energy as
possible. The downward slope of the SOC during the times when the EM isn’t in use is due to the
power needed for the auxiliary devices.

Fig 18 The ICE and ISG usage on the NEDC cycle

Interesting to note in Fig 18 is that the ISG is mainly used during decelerations to recuperate some of
the kinetic energy. To maximize the recuperated energy it’s also optimal to shift down to a low gear
to increase the efficiency of the ISG. The only load shift that occurs is during the last part of the
driving cycle, which can be seen in Fig 17, t [ א1000,1100], as the SOC increases even though the
vehicle is in traction mode.
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Fig 19 Operating points of the three converters on the NEDC cycle. Noticeable is how the operating points of the EM and
ISG are centered around the high efficiency regions when the vehicle is in traction mode.

The operating points, in particular those of the ISG and EM, are mainly in the areas where the
converters are the most efficient, see Fig 19. Interesting to note is that almost all the EMs operating
points during braking are on, or close, to the torque limit. This is a result of the EM and ISG being
designed for torque vectoring and AWD and not as a hybrid. Even with this design optimization the
potential for fuel consumption reduction is substantial.
6.2.2 FTP-75
The results from the DDP solution are shown in Fig 20-22.

Fig 20 The SOC trajectory and EM usage on the FTP-75 cycle . The optimal fuel consumption is 5.09 L/100km
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Compared to the NEDC the FTP-75 appears to be more hybrid-friendly since the consumption as an
AWD is higher for FTP-75 than for NEDC, but lower as a hybrid, see Fig 18, 20 and Table 1. This is due
to the many starts and stops in the FTP-75 which allows for more energy to be recuperated. It can
also be seen by the more extensive EM usage during the FTP-75.

Fig 21 The ICE and ISG usage on the FTP-75 cycle.

Interesting to note in Fig 21 is the many gear shifts that occur during the driving cycle. This is rather
unrealistic but since DDP only is an approximation of the minimum consumption it’s allowed. As in
NEDC the many gear shifts is a result of the systems desire to use the ISG as efficiently as possible.

Fig 22 Operating points of the three converters on the FTP-75 cycle As for the NEDC the operating points during traction
for the EM and ISG are centered around the high efficiency regions.
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As in the NEDC cycle the operating points of the EM and ISG are mainly in the most efficient regions
of the converters, see Fig 22. Most of the energy used by the EM is energy that is recuperated during
braking. The time spent in load shift is roughly one tenth of the time spent in regenerative braking.
6.2.3 Stability analysis
As mentioned in Section 6.2 the discretization of time and SOC are mainly chosen due to practical
considerations. To study how the chosen time and SOC discretizations affect the result of the
optimizations a test is carried out on the first part of the NEDC cycle with a different discretization.
The ratio between the discretizations is maintained, i.e. one step in SOC still is roughly the same as
the change in SOC from the auxiliary units during one time step. The discretizations used are:
·
·

Time step = 1s and SOC step= 0.2‰
Time step=0.1s and SOC step=0.02‰

Fig 23 Comparison of the SOC trajectories with different time discretizations on the ECE cycle

As seen in Fig 23 the characteristics of the SOC trajectory remain relatively unaffected by the change
in discretization.
Time Step
Δt =1s, ΔSOC=0.2‰
Δt =0.1s, ΔSOC=0.02‰

Consumption
5.764 L/100km
5.806 L/100km

Table 2 The resulting consumptions on the ECE cycle using different discretizations

The consumption increases slightly as a result of the changed discretization, see Table 2. The reason
for this is that with a sparser discretization the required torque to follow the driving cycle becomes
more of a mean value model than the actual torque required. This change is however less than 1%,
thus the values calculated with a time step of 1s can be considered representative of the reduction
potential as a result of hybridization. One could argue that the difference would be larger on a more
demanding driving cycle, where more energy could be recuperated and also more is to be gained
from using the EM during traction, but since the DDP solution in this thesis only serves as an
approximation of the minimum consumption achievable it is neglected.
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The optimal consumptions on the two driving cycles calculated in Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 are thus
considered valid and are shown in Table 3.
Driving Cycle
NEDC
FTP-75

Consumption
5.494 L/100km
5.086 L/100km

Reduction
19%
26%

Table 3 Optimal consumptions on the NEDC and FTP-75 driving cycles and the reduction compared to a vehicle using
only AWD.
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7

Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy

Because of its relative simplicity and the minimum of tuning work needed, the chosen strategy for
the real time control system is ECMS with one equivalence factor. As observed earlier this
powertrain has two degrees of freedom, not including gear, since the combined torques of the ICE,
ISG and EM have to match the required torque, see (21). The solution path for the ECMS calculations
is similar to that of the DDP shown in Section 6.1

7.1

Pre-Calculations

Solving (21)-(25) is computationally demanding and therefore the ECMS optimization is performed
offline and the result tabulated. In the real-time implementation the control system interpolates in
the stored data to find the optimal torque distribution. For the offline calculations the three
parameters that the ECMS algorithm takes as input, i.e. vehicle speed, required torque, and
equivalence factor, are discretized.
The optimal torque distribution on the three energy converters, as well as the optimal gear, are
calculated as a function of (v, Treq ,λ) for each point. Since, for each gear, it is a two degree of
freedom problem it requires two tables for each gear, one for the ISG and one for the ICE. From
these two tables the torque required from the EM can be calculated using (21). With six gears, not
including reverse, a total of 13 tables are calculated: six ICE, six ISG and one for the gear selection. So
the system not only optimizes the torque distribution for the current gear, it also assists the driver in
selecting gears by always recommending the gear that would give the lowest fuel consumption. In
Fig 24 excerpts from the two tables for the third gear are shown.

Fig 24 The stored data for the third gear and λ=3.
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In a series production vehicle it is however desirable to keep the memory usage to minimum.
Therefore the saved tables shouldn’t be larger than necessary. To test how a reduced accuracy,
introduced by reducing the size of the tables, affects the consumption, simulations are carried out
on two sets of tables, one large set and one small.
To reduce the size in the velocity and torque directions is relatively straight forward even though
those points probably should be chosen with care. In the λ direction however, it’s a bit harder to
visualize which points to include. To get an indication of which points are most important the sum of
elements in each table as a function of λ is plotted in Fig 25.

Fig 25 The sum of torque in each table as a function of λ. The left plot is the ICE torque and the right is the ISG.

Since the real-time algorithm uses linear interpolation in the stored data the assumption is that the
solution is linear between two optimas. As seen in Fig 25 the change in torque is not linear, but the
idea is to make the λ discretization sparser in the segments that could be considered linear and
denser where it is clearly non-linear. This is to avoid the loss of too much information. From the
figure it is clear that the ISG and ICE tables should have separate λ discretizations. The ISG tables
remain constant up until λ≈3 while the ICE tables only remain constant until λ≈2.
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Fig 26 The sum of torque in each table as a function of λ with the original as well as the new discretization.

In Fig 26 it is shown how well the new discretization approximates the old discretization. It’s
apparent that information will be lost when making the discretization sparser. This is since it’s clear
that the sum of the stored torque does not behave linearly when λ change. In Fig 27 the same
excerpt as in Fig 24 is shown, but with the new discretization. The result of making the discretization
sparser in all three directions is a set of tables eight times smaller than the original set.

Fig 27 The tables after the grid is made sparser
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7.2

Implementation

The system that is implemented consists of three blocks.
·
·
·

λ: A block that takes the battery signals as input and the output is the value of the adjoint
state, λ.
Gear selector: A block that takes the vehicle speed and required torque as inputs and the
gear that should be engaged at that moment is the output.
ECMS: The block that performs the torque distribution.

7.2.1 The Gear Selector
The gear selector consists of one look-up table where the optimal gears from the offline calculations
are stored. But since the result is produced with interpolation there is no guarantee that the
recommended gear is valid. For instance close to the speed where the second gear can be engaged
the interpolation might suggest gear 1.8 which is rounded to 2. But to engage the second gear at
such a point would lead to undesired performance. Therefore the recommendation is limited to
those gears that might actually be engaged at that time.
To prevent too frequent gear shifts a hysteresis of 10% is applied on the gear selection. For example,
to change from 4th to 3rd gear the result of the interpolation has to be 3.45 or lower and to go from
3rd to 4th it has to be 3.55 or higher.

Fig 28 The Gear Selector Block

Since the test vehicle has a manual gear box the Gear Selector can only recommend which gear the
driver should engage. In simulations the system follows the Gear Selector and shifts instantaneous
without the use of a clutch, as described in Section 4.2.3.
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7.2.2 The ECMS block
The ECMS block consists of two main systems, aptly named Throttle and Brake. In this
implementation it’s only the Throttle block that actually uses the ECMS strategy. The main reasons
behind this separation are that it is unclear whether the braking could be controlled in the test
vehicle and because the main variable that affects the possibility to recuperate energy is the gear
selection. It is assumed that the time spent in braking is so short that an extra gear shift would be
impractical. Therefore to reduce the memory usage, only positive required torque is stored.
So instead the brake block brakes as much as possible with the EM and if the magnitude of required
negative torque is greater than what the EM can produce, the ISG is used as well.

Fig 29 Overview of the ECMS block

The Throttle block consists of six similar blocks, one for each gear, that interpolate to find the torque
distribution on the ICE and ISG. Another block then limits the torques so they don’t violate any
constraints and calculates the torque on the EM according to (21).
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7.3

Simulation Results

During the simulations a λ is considered optimal if the end SOC is the same as the start SOC. To find
the optimal λ a trial and error iterative approach is used. All simulations are carried out with a time
step of 0.1s.
7.3.1 Analysis and Interpretation of NEDC Results

Cycle
NEDC

Performance
λopt
Consumption
Reduction

Small tables
2.8448
5.711 L/100km
15.6%

Large tables
2.8247
5.707 L/100km
15.7%

DDP
5.494 L/100km
19%

AWD
6.767 L/100km
-

Table 4 The Optimal λ and associated consumption with the small and large sets of tables on the NEDC cycle. For
comparison the consumption from DDP as well as the consumption as a strictly AWD vehicle is included

The resulting consumption and optimal λ for simulations using both small and large tables are given
in Table 4. The higher λ and consumption for the small tables is a result of information being lost
when the tables are made smaller. To study this further the SOC trajectories for small and large
tables as well as Dynamic Programming is displayed in Fig 30.

Fig 30 The SOC trajectories and the selected gears with small and large tables as well as with DDP on the NEDC cycle.

In Fig 30 it’s visible that the performance of the system changes when smaller tables are used. The
characteristics of the ECMS solution resemble that of DDP but since the ECMS uses interpolated
values it loses some of the optimality. One interesting thing to note is that the SOC trajectory with
small tables is closer to that of DDP than the trajectory of the simulation with large tables.
Since the ECMS algorithm doesn’t handle braking it cannot shift gear to use the ISG in a more
efficient way. This limits how much energy that can be recuperated and thus the ECMS cannot use as
much of the battery as DDP. Using less of the battery capacity may be sub-optimal in a consumption
perspective but it reduces the wear on the battery, which is an important factor in a real
implementation.
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To see how the operating points change between small and large tables the operating points of the
two are plotted below, small in Fig 31 and large in Fig 32.

Fig 31 Operating points of the ECMS algorithm on the NEDC cycle using small tables. The ECMS solution doesn’t use the
EM and ISG in a particularly efficient way. Even the EM is being used to load shift, see plot 2 around 1000rpm and 0Nm.

Fig 32 Operating points of the ECMS algorithm on the NEDC cycle using large tables. The ECMS solution doesn’t use the
EM and ISG in a particularly efficient way

Comparing Fig 31 and Fig 32 it’s seen that the small tables uses the EM in traction more than the
large but to compensate for this the system load shifts more. As seen in Fig 31 it even uses the EM to
load shift. This is most likely, since the torque on the EM is calculated according to (21), a result of
precision loss. Simply that the torque on the wheels from the ICE exceeds the required torque from
the driving cycle. Also the EM and ISG aren’t used in a particularly efficient way. Whereas the
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operating points of the DDP solution, see Fig 19, were mainly in the high efficiency regions, the
ECMS doesn’t show such characteristics.
7.3.2 Analysis and Interpretation of FTP-75 Results

Cycle

Performance
Small tables
Large tables
DDP
AWD
λopt
2.71775
2.66415
FTP-75 Consumption 5.470 L/100km 5.458 L/100km 5.086 L/100km 6.915 L/100km
Reduction
20.9%
21.1%
26%
Table 5 The Optimal λ and associated consumption with small and large tables on the FTP-75 cycle. For comparison the
consumption from DDP as well as the consumption as a strictly AWD vehicle is included

The consumption on the FTP-75 cycle follows the result already discussed on the NEDC, small tables
result in a slight increase in the consumption due to the precision loss by making the discretization
sparser. In Fig 33 the SOC trajectories of the two different sets of tables as well as the DDP solution
are shown.

Fig 33 The SOC trajectories and the selected gears with small and large tables as well as with DDP on the FTP-75 cycle

As seen in Fig 33 the SOC trajectories for the two sets of tables are very similar to each other, but
they differ from the trajectory from DDP. The ECMS simply can not recuperate as much energy as
the DDP since it does not control the braking and has no knowledge of the driving cycle, other than
the equivalence factor λ. To study the difference between the two sets of tables the operating points
are shown in Fig 34, small tables, and Fig 35, large tables.
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Fig 34 Operating points of the ECMS algorithm on the FTP-75 cycle using small tables. The ISG is never used in load shift
but the EM is, see plot 2 around 4000 and 6000rpm and 0Nm.

Fig 35 Operating points of the ECMS algorithm on the FTP-75 cycle using large tables.

The results for FTP-75 are in line with the results from the NEDC simulations, see Fig 34-35. The large
tables utilize the EM and ISG in a more optimal way than the small tables, hence the slightly lower
consumption. Interesting to note is that the small tables doesn’t use the ISG, but the EM, in load
shift, see Fig 34. This is most likely a symptom of information being lost in the smaller tables, since
the extra losses induced by the gear box (and tires in reality) should make the system favor the ISG
over the EM in load shift; which is also the case in the DDP and large table solutions.
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7.3.3 ECMS evaluation
The results of the simulations with optimal λ for the two driving cycles are summarized in Table 6.
Cycle

Performance
Small tables
Large tables
DDP
AWD
λopt
2.8448
2.8247
NEDC Consumption 5.711 L/100km 5.707 L/100km 5.494 L/100km 6.767 L/100km
Reduction
15.6%
15.7%
19%
λopt
2.71775
2.66415
FTP-75 Consumption 5.470 L/100km 5.458 L/100km 5.086 L/100km 6.915 L/100km
Reduction
20.9%
21.1%
26%
Table 6 The optimal λ and the associated consumption for different driving cycles.

The ECMS simulations show that ECMS produce a good result on a given driving cycle, close to that
of DDP, with both small and large tables. However the usage of the converters differs between the
two optimization strategies. This is probably due to the fact that the ECMS implementation uses
interpolated values assuming a linear relation between different equivalence factors, which clearly is
not the case(see Fig 25-26). One problem is that if for instance TISG(λ1)=0Nm and TISG(λ2)=8Nm then
TISG(λ1<λ< λ2) will be somewhere between 0Nm and 8Nm disregarding the efficiencies of the
converters at that operating point.

7.4

Prediction of the Equivalence Factor

Even if the simulations show that the implemented ECMS produce a good result on a given driving
cycle, close to that of DDP, it is also seen that the optimal values of λ are very specific and the
system seems to be quite sensitive. An optimal λ from one driving cycle is not necessarily charge
sustaining on another, see Fig 36.

Fig 36 The NEDC cycle repeated five times with the optimal λ from the FTP-75 cycle.

The controller has to adapt to the driving scenario. Since the test vehicle lacks equipment to assess
the future driving mission the equivalence factor has to adapt based only on the past and present
driving conditions. The state used for adaptation is the battery SOC. Under the assumption, from
Section 3.2.3, that there exists one λ that approximates a given driving cycle, the controller should
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ideally find that λ for the future driving mission and use that value for the entire mission. Since this is
not possible without predicting the future a different approach is devised.
7.4.1 Static Prediction based on SOC
To allow the system to use as much of the battery capacity as possible the idea is to create a
function that is flat around the center of the desired SOC window. However, when the SOC
approaches the limits of the SOC window it needs to adapt to ensure charge sustenance. The chosen
function that fulfills these requirements is a tangens function, see Fig 37.

Fig 37 The Update function is a tangens function that is scaled so the smallest gradient (center) is at the center of the
SOC window and at the λ that approximates the driving cycle. The horizontal parts of the function are outside the
desired SOC window.

At each time λ is decided from λ =f(SOC) where f(SOC) is a tangens function as shown in Fig 37.
Clearly the slope of the function around the center is a design parameter. To study how the slope
affects the performance of the system, the optimal SOC trajectories for different slopes are plotted
in Fig 38.
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Fig 38 The SOC trajectory and consumption for different slopes on the NEDC cycle. The consumption increases with the
slope

As seen in Fig 38 the consumption increases with the slope. One could also assume that the ability of
the system to keep the SOC within the desired SOC window, increases with the slope, since a change
in SOC then results in a larger change in λ. To study this, simulations are done of the NEDC cycle with
intentional wrong initial λ values and different slopes of the tangens function. The results are shown
in Fig 39.

Fig 39 SOC trajectories for different slopes, NEDC cycle and λ=4. The plot confirms the previous theory that a steeper
slope is more robust but it also shows that a steep slope alone doesn’t guarantee that the SOC stays within the desired
SOC window.

The previous assumption, that a slope increase increases the ability to maintain the SOC within the
SOC window is correct. However, since there is no way of knowing the optimal λ for the current
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driving mission there is no slope that alone guarantees charge sustenance. So the choice is a tradeoff between charge sustenance and fuel consumption. Here Slope 2 is chosen. In Fig 40 the same
test as in Fig 36 is shown, now with the use of Static Prediction based on SOC (SP).

Fig 40 The NEDC cycle repeated five times with the optimal λ from the FTP-75 cycle and Static Prediction based on SOC.
The system is now capable of maintaining the SOC within the desired SOC window despite a non-optimal λ

With the use of the new adaptation the system is not as sensitive to the initial λ. The system is
charge sustaining despite the use of the optimal λ from the FTP-75 cycle.
7.4.2 Results with Static Prediction based on SOC
The resulting consumptions with the two different sets of tables and the devised adaptation are
shown in Table 7.
Driving Cycle
NEDC

FTP-75

Performance
λopt,init
Consumption
Reduction
λopt,init
Consumption
Reduction

Small tables
2.7383
5.713 L/100km
15.58%
2.68544
5.470 L/100km
20.9%

Large tables
2.7301
5.708 L/100km
15.65%
2.6403
5.458 L/100km
21.1%

Table 7 The optimal λ and the associated consumption for different driving cycles with the use of SP. Also included is the
consumption reduction compared to the strictly AWD vehicle

Observe that the λ that approximates the driving cycle changes when SP used. Also visible is that the
use of SP only results in a slight increase in the consumption, see Table 6.
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7.4.3 Adaptive Prediction based on SOC
The proposed strategy has introduced some adaptivity to the system, but since there is no way of
knowing the λ that approximates the future driving mission, it is not necessarily enough. The initial
value of λ is still important. As seen in Fig 41 the SOC doesn’t stay within the SOC window when the
initial value differs too much from the value that actually approximates the driving cycle.

Fig 41 The SOC and λ trajectories during a wrong guess. NEDC cycle repeated five times, small tables. Initial value of λ=4.
The system starts to oscillate around a SOC value that is not necessarily within the desired SOC window.

Instead the system instead starts to oscillate around a SOC value that is not necessarily within the
SOC window. The corresponding λ value seems to oscillate around a value close to the λopt,init found
in Table 7. The idea is thus to let the center of the function proposed in Section 7.4.1 change
according to the trend of the λ values. To find the trend a low-pass filter is used. For this the time
constant of the filter needs to be chosen. In Figure 42 and 43 the characteristics with the use of
different low-pass filters are shown.
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Fig 42 The SOC trajectory with the use of different low-pass filters. Initial λ=5, NEDC cycle repeated five times.

Fig 43 The λ trajectory with the use of different low-pass filters. Initial λ=5, NEDC cycle repeated five times.

The trade-off is between system speed and fuel consumption, see Figures 42 and 43. If the time
constant is small, the system will find the optimal λ region fast, in this case decrease from 5 to 2.74.
But a fast filter also means that the center of the tangens function becomes sensitive to the current
λ which gives an oscillative system that increases the fuel consumption. Looking at Figures 42 and 43
it is apparent that the time constant should be in the 100-200s region. Here 200s is chosen.
In order to evaluate the charge sustenance of the control with Adaptive Prediction based on SOC
(AP) it is tested in Haldex Vehicle Simulator (VehSim). The VehSim is a software that makes it
possible to test different controllers without having to implement them in a real vehicle. The vehicle
in VehSim is controlled by a driver using the same controls as in a vehicle, i.e. steering-wheel,
accelerator, brake and clutch.
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The test consists of three phases. The first and last phases consist of very aggressive driving, forcing
the EM to assist the ICE in traction. The second phase tries to emulate ECO-driving. The results are
shown in Fig 44.

Fig 44 The λ, f(SOC) center and SOC trajectories during a test in a vehicle simulator

As seen in Fig 44 the control doesn’t manage to maintain the SOC within the desired SOC window.
During phase 1 both λ and the center of the tangens reach their limits. Because the filter is slow the
system doesn’t manage to get λ and the center of the tangens function down to the normal
operating region during phase 2. The build-up brought on by the aggressive driving causes the AP to
oscillate between its end values, similar to integral windup in a normal PID-controller. To prevent
this the possible values of the tangens center are limited so that it only operates in what can be
considered a feasible region, chosen to be between 2 and 6.
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7.5

System performance on unknown cycles

Since the driving mission almost always is unknown it’s desirable to test how the system acts when
the driving cycle is different from the driving cycles for which it is designed. To simulate this six
driving cycles are used. The driving cycles are:
·
·
·
·

·
·

Hyzem Urban
Hyzem Rural
EPA Highway Fuel Economy Test Cycle
The US06 Supplemental Federal Test Procedure
Because the speed in the US06 cycle is higher than the desired max speed of the test vehicle
the velocity points are scaled with 0.9.
New European Driving Cycle
Federal Test Procedure-75

To simulate real driving these cycles are selected at random to create a driving mission 30 driving
cycles long on which the systems are tested. The 30 selected driving cycles represent roughly 8 hours
of driving and a distance of 350km.
On this driving mission the ECMS with both adaptive and static prediction based on SOC is tested
with both small and large tables.
7.5.1 The ECMS with Static Prediction based on SOC
The results of the simulation with SP and small and large tables on the driving cycle described in
Section 7.5 are shown in Fig 45.

Fig 45 Performance test with Static Prediction based on SOC. The system is charge sustaining over the randomized
driving cycles and the small tables result in a slightly higher consumption than the large tables.

As seen in Fig 45 the system is charge sustaining on the randomized driving cycle, since the SOC is
always within the SOC window. The consumptions are also in line with the previous results and the
system with the small tables has a slightly higher consumption than the system with large tables.
Due to the length of the driving mission the difference in end SOC is negligible.
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7.5.2 The ECMS with Adaptive Prediction based on SOC
The results of the simulation with AP and small and large tables on the driving cycle described in
Section 7.5 are shown in Fig 46.

Fig 46 Performance test with Adaptive Prediction based on SOC. The system is charge sustaining over the randomized
driving mission and the small tables result in a slightly higher consumption than the large tables.

As seen in Fig 46 the system with AP is also charge sustaining on the randomized driving cycle with
fuel consumption in line with earlier test results.
7.5.3 Evaluation
The same driving mission as described in Section 7.5 is also carried out as a strictly AWD vehicle, as
described in Chapter 5, to be able to compare the hybrid systems. The results are presented in Table
8.
Configuration Tables Consumption Reduction
6.673 L/100km
AWD
Small 5.52 L/100km
17.3%
ECMS w. SP
Large 5.50 L/100km
17.6%
Small 5.53 L/100km
17.1%
ECMS w. AP
Large 5.52 L/100km
17.3%
Table 8 The results of the performance tests.

The AP increases the consumption of the system, but as seen in previous sections it also increases
the ability of the system to maintain the SOC within the SOC window. However, as seen in Section
7.5.1, in normal driving situations this extra robustness is unnecessary since the system with SP also
ensures charge sustenance during a set of random driving cycles.
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Vehicle Tests

The system that is chosen to be implemented in the test vehicle is the one with small tables and
Adaptive Prediction based on SOC. The small tables are chosen because of the substantial decrease
in memory usage and only slight increase in fuel consumption. Even though it was shown in Section
7.5.1 that AP is not necessary under normal driving circumstances the extra robustness of the AP is
considered desirable. The two test drives, see Figures 47-50 , try to represent urban driving with
many transients and low speed and are done to test the driveability and the charge sustenance of
the control system. The first test drive, see Figures 47 and 48, is done with normal SOC but a high λinit
and the second test drive, see Figures 49 and 50,is with normal λinit and high SOC.
The torques Trear and Tfront is the torques on the front and rear axis respectively.
݂ܶ ݐ݊ݎൌ ߟ ܤܩߛ ܤܩሺܶ ܧܥܫെ ߛ ܩܵܫܶ ܩܵܫሻܽ݊݀ܶ ݎܽ݁ݎൌ ߛ ܯܧܶ ܯܧwhere Trear is considered positive in
propulsion and negative in regeneration.

Fig 47 The SOC and control trajectories during test 1. The system is charge sustaining but the gear recommendation is
often too high for comfort.
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Fig 48 The torques on the converters during test 1.

Fig 49 The SOC and control trajectories during test 2. The system is charge sustaining but the gear recommendation is
often too high.
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Fig 50 The torque on the converters during test 2

The results from the two tests are consistent with each other. The system keeps the SOC within the
SOC window. Noticeable is how the system changes character as a result of the change in SOC and λ.
When λ is large the EM produces negative torque, except during hard accelerations. As λ decreases
the system shifts to using the EM more and more in the propulsion of the vehicle.
The gear recommendation consistently recommends a gear that is higher than what the driver finds
comfortable. Even though the car is driveable on the gears the system recommends, using 6th gear at
30km/h may not be desirable. The algorithms strive to keep the engine speed as low as possible,
down to 800rpm. No objective way to measure the driveability was used in these tests, but it was
subjectively deemed good by the test-drivers.
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Conclusion

The created system produces a satisfactory solution to the fuel minimization problem. The proposed
ECMS control produces a result very close to that of DDP; 16% reduction compared to 19% on the
NEDC cycle and 21% compared to 26% on the FTP-75 cycle. This is despite the fact that the ECMS
doesn't control the regenerative braking and thus cannot change gear as the DDP solution does. The
Stability Analysis in Section 6.2.3 also indicates that the consumption would increase for DDP if the
same time discretization as in ECMS was used, thus making the difference even less. As seen in Fig
30 the ECMS uses less of the battery capacity than DDP. This is not optimal in a consumption
perspective but it reduces the wear on the battery, which might be desirable in a real
implementation.
The suggested adaptive controllers also perform satisfactorily. Both controllers are charge sustaining
during normal driving with only a small increase in fuel consumption. The system assumes a linear
relationship between the points stored in the tables. Since this is not the case, see Fig 25, some
information is lost. However, the difference between the small and large tables is negligible
compared to the drastically reduced memory requirements of the small tables.
The test vehicle implementation of the proposed algorithm shows that it provides charge sustenance
and good driveability. The gear recommendation is often perceived as too high for comfort but it
makes the driver aware of the possibility to use a higher gear and thus lower the consumption. It’s
however hard to make any predictions on how good the control algorithms would be in a real
system since the efficiency representations of the components are constructed of assumed values
and crude measurements. Since the optimization relies heavily on the efficiency of the components,
there’s a reason to suspect that the solution would change character if better data is used. But as
implemented in the test vehicle the proposed control algorithm provide both charge sustenance and
good driveability.

9.1

Future Work

The suggestion for future work is to try and devise a way to perform the optimization online.
Preferably the offline calculations are made to decide the optimal gear for different equivalence
factors, torques and speed. If better data isn’t enough to eliminate the problem with too high gear
recommendations, driveability constraints need to be added as well. It is believed that the resulting
table could be transformed to a set of rules as to which gear that should be engaged. The advantage
of separating the gear selection from the online optimization is that the online optimization then
only would have to be carried out on the gear that is actually engaged, perhaps only in a narrow
band around the last operating point. Avoiding the current interpolation has the advantage of
making it possible for the algorithm to decide in which way the converters are being used, as
opposed to now, when the converters are used in an almost arbitrary way between two optimums.
If no solution to the online optimization is found that uses an acceptable computational effort, the
recommendation is to closer study which points should actually be included in the pre-calculated
tables. In this study the point selection is done without deeper analysis, the strategy was just to try
and include points in such a way that the entire torque potential of the powertrain is included.
The relatively small size of the ISG and EM in the current vehicle configuration also avoids some
potential problems associated with the system performing regenerative braking. In the current
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configuration the system regenerates as much as possible as soon as the brake pedal is engaged.
Doing this with larger converters would lead to undesired performance. The next step would be to
devise a more stable braking algorithm, if this is done within the ECMS concept or rule-based outside
the optimization is also something that has to be decided.
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